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Bond breaking in C60-C60 dimeric units is believed to play an important role in the onset of magnetism in
2D polymeric C60. On the basis of density-functional theory, the calculations we present here provide further
insight into this mechanism through a quantitative characterization of the bond-breaking processes in the
isolated dumbbell-shaped C60 dimer. In particular, the analysis of the calculated potential energy surfaces for
the low-lying singlet and triplet states identifies and locates the S0-T2 crossing point, which is crucial for the
transition to a magnetic state to take place under thermal conditions. These results also suggest a possible
new approach to the production of magnetic polymeric C60.

Since the discovery of ferromagnetic behavior in 2D rhom-
bohedral polymeric C60 under high-pressure and high-temper-
ature conditions,1 a number of diverse experiments have been
performed that provide solid support for such an unexpected
observation.2-7 In particular, experimental evidence has been
produced that indicates that magnetism is an intrinsic property
of pristine C60 in this phase: it is not induced by impurities,2,3,6

and the radical centers responsible for it form without damaging
the C60 cage.7

Despite several attempts to explain the onset and subsequent
establishment of magnetic order, a complete understanding of
its physical origin still requires further progress. A few
contrasting models have been proposed to describe the mech-
anism generating the radical centers (e.g., the presence of
structural defects such as atomic vacancies8 or open-cage C60

isomers9,10 and the partial breaking of intermolecular bonds,
leading to states of higher spin multiplicity11,12). In particular,
two of us11 have recently reported ab initio calculations of the
C60 dimer, described using an approximate structural model,
which is the smallest and most convenient system to use in
studying the bonding in polymeric C60 solids. It was pointed
out that under shortening of the intermolecular distance from
equilibrium one of the two intermolecular bonds tends to break
and that the character of the ground state simultaneously changes
from singlet (S0) to triplet (T2). This naturally led to an appealing
proposal for the mechanism responsible for the onset of
magnetism in the condensed phase. However, now another step
forward is mandatory, namely, the identification of the hypoth-
esized11 crossing between the S0 and T2 potential energy
surfaces, which is the necessary condition for the rupture to
take place in thermally triggered processes. Locating such a

crossing and estimating the energy profile of the transition are
the scope of the investigation we present in this letter.
Specifically, density-functional theory (DFT)13 calculations were
performed to explore the most relevant regions of the potential
energy surfaces (PES) of the S0, T1, and T2 electronic states of
the dumbbell C60 dimer,14 their stationary points, and the energy
barriers for dimerization. Our results allow us to speculate on
a possible scenario for the propagation of the excitation and
also lead to suggestions for new methods to produce these
magnetic nanostructures.

The DFT calculations we describe below were performed in
the pseudopotential-plane-waves framework of the CPMD
code15 using the BLYP16 approximation for the exchange-
correlation functional, norm-conservingl-dependent pseudopo-
tentials,17 and a cutoff of 55 Ry for the plane-wave expansion.18

This computational scheme has been extensively applied to the
study of chemical and physical properties of fullerenes and
fullerene derivatives.19 We also report on some results obtained
in the all-electron scheme of the Gaussian 98 code20 using
different local Gaussian basis sets and the hybrid B3LYP21

prescription for the exchange-correlation functional. Clearly
these are intended to give us an idea regarding the dependence
(if any) of the results on the specific DFT implementation. The
broken-symmetry approach22 was used to describe the singlet
wave function in regions of the potential energy surface where
the singlet wave functions are open-shell in nature (whenever
bonds are partially or fully broken). The quality of the broken-
symmetry DFT approach was tested: an extensive calculation
of the PES of the S0 electronic state of two ethylene molecules
(made within the B3LYP/3-21G scheme) showed that the shape
and main features of the PES calculated with the DFT methods
are similar to those obtained with the multiconfiguration
CASSCF method23 using the same basis set.24 They also allowed
us to identify the most relevant regions of the PES to be
investigated for the larger dimer.
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Experimentally, the dumbbell-shaped C60 dimers result from
a [2 + 2] cycloaddition of two C60 molecules when either light
or pressure is applied to pristine C60 crystals.25,26 Depending
on the experimental conditions, multiple [2+ 2] cycloadditions
may also take place, giving rise to either 1D chains or 2D
polymers.27 (So far, no 3D cases have been found.) In each of
these cycloadditions, two new intermolecular C-C bonds are
formed that connect the carbon atoms at the fusion of the six-
membered rings ([6:6]) on each fragment. This configuration
corresponds to the S0 singlet ground state depicted in Figure 1.
Studying the lowest T1 and T2 triplet states (Figure 1) is critical
for the present study. Indeed, one can think of T1 and T2 as
having been generated from the S0 state after breaking one
“double” bond in one of the C60 cages (such that the two
electrons are left in a triplet configuration) and one of the two
intermolecular bonds, respectively. They are different triplet
states (Figure 2); whereas in T2 each C60 unit holds one spin,
experimental studies28 showed that in T1 the spin density is
distributed over only one of two C60 molecules, localized on
opposite atoms along the equator (a distribution also found in
the triplet state of C60 fullerenes29). Also, the lowest singlet
excited state (S1) (Figure 1) can be thought of as resulting from
the homolytic rupture of one interfragment C-C bond as for
the T2 state, to which it is closely related. We found that the
PESs of the S1 and S0 states are interconnected, by analogy to
the scenario described by CASSCF calculations for the ethylene
dimer.23 From now on, we will refer to the lowest-energy singlet
PES as S0, although one has to keep in mind that the electronic
structure evolves from S0 to S1 when the interfragment C-C
distance is elongated.

After determining the configuration corresponding to the
global energy minimum for each state, calculations proceeded
by progressively changing the interfragment C-C distance. In

Table 1, we report information on the properties of these states
and some characteristics of the PES that we calculated and
compare our results with those of previous calculations and
especially with available experimental data. Moreover, a
convenient representation of the PES is shown in Figure 3,
which illustrates the potential energy curves for synchronous
(S0 and T1) and asynchronous (T2) approaches of the two C60

molecules as a function of the shortest interfragment C-C
distance (shown as solid lines that connect the C60 units in Figure
1). Asynchronous curves corresponding to the S0 and T1 states
have also been computed but are not plotted here, for the sake
of clarity. Each point on these curves corresponds to a global
optimization of the atomic coordinates under the constraint of
a fixed value for the interfragment C-C distance. In the
synchronous curves, the two interfragment C-C distances are
forced to be the same length and the rest of the geometrical

Figure 1. Structure of the S0, S1, T1, and T2 states.

Figure 2. Geometry of the minimum-energy configurations of the S0,
T1, and T2 states. (In T1 and T2, the distribution of a spin density
isosurface is also depicted.) Also represented is the geometry of the
configuration of lowest energy where the S0 and T2 surfaces cross. (d
andδ are the parameters that quantify the parallel drift motion of one
C60 fragment with respect to the other.)

TABLE 1: C 60 Dimer: Main Characteristics of the PES of
the S0, T1, and T2 Lowest Electronic Statesa

state Emin d d [6:6] E*(exp)
E*(theory;
this work) E*(theoryb) EF

S0 0 1.616 1.614 29c, 30d 29 (sy) 44 (sy) 27
28 (asy) 37 (asy)

T1 28.5e 1.605 1.605 15d 13 (sy) 21f

T2 19 1.709 1.526 5 (asy) 11f

a For each state,Emin, d, andd[6:6] are the energy relative to the S0

minimum, the interfragment C-C distance, and the [6:6] intrafragment
distance (Figures 1 and 2) calculated for the optimized structure;E* is
the dissociation barrier; andEF is the formation energy with respect to
the two separate C60 monomers in the appropriate state. (See the text.)
All energies are in kcal/mol, and all distances, in Å.b Porezag et al. in
ref 14. c Wang, Y.; Holden, J. H.; Bi, X.; Eklund, P. C.Chem. Phys.
Lett.1993, 217, 3. d Reference 28a.e Experimental estimate is 34 kcal/
mol (ref 28a).f The calculated energy of the lowest triplet state for the
monomer is 35 kcal/mol above the singlet ground state.
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parameters are fully optimized, whereas in the asynchronous
curves only one interfragment C-C distance is fixed and the
other is optimized together with the remaining geometrical
parameters. The S0, T1, and T2 states exhibit an energy minimum
and an energy barrier towards the dissociation of the dimer into
two C60 fragments. (S0 dissociates into two C60 singlets in their
S0 ground state, whereas T1 and T2 both fragment into one C60

singlet and one C60 triplet.)
The main features of the curves plotted in Figure 3 can be

summarized as follows: (1) The S0 and T2 curves cross at
distances shorter than that of the equilibrium configuration as
expected.11 (2) The S0-T2 crossings that these curves seem to
present in the region of the S0 barrier are merely an artifact of
the comparison of synchronous and asynchronous curves and
do not exist when one examines the curves plotted over the 3D
PES. (3) In all states, dimer formation is predicted to be
endothermic (EF values in Table 1). (4) In the S0 and T1 states,
the energy minimum is found at close values of both relevant
inter- and intramolecular distances, which in turn are almost
identical; the situation is different and less symmetric for the
T2 state. (5) The barriers towards dissociation differ remarkably.

A few comments about the above points are instructive: (i)
The nature of the dimerization process is endothermic,30 which
is consistent with the fact that milder conditions (200°C, normal
pressure) are required for depolymerization to occur than for
polymerization (800 K, 9 GPa).31 (ii) The computed energy
barriers for dissociation agree well with the available experi-
mental data. (iii) The relative order between the states computed
here differs from that obtained earlier using simple structural
models11 rather than the full-sized C60-C60 molecule.

From a physical point of view, the shape of the DFT curves
in Figure 3 tends to confirm the validity of the mechanism
proposed in ref 11 for the generation of magnetic moments,
which does not require breaking the C60 cages. Indeed, they
show that the application of pressure to pristine C60 induces a
[2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction between adjacent C60 molecules
to form a stable dimer (or higher oligomers, when more adjacent
monomers are present) and suggest that for higher pressure a
crossing between the S0 and T2 states may exist. However, the
existence of the S0-T2 crossing still has to be proven; this
requires the existence of a point on both the S0 and T2 curves
that has the same energy at the same geometry.

The detailed analysis of the ethylene dimer surfaces as a
function of the two interfragment C-C distances (within the
1.25-3.25 Å interval) revealed that no crossing existed along
either a synchronous or an asynchronous pathway. Using these

results as a guide, we also searched for such a crossing in the
PES of the C60 dimer, but again we were unable to locate one.
The next natural option was to explore the region in which one
of the C60 fragments drifts laterally relative to the other. The
corresponding rearrangement of the intermolecular interactions
is shown in Figure 2. This reaction is expected to be endothermic
and activated (because two C-C bonds are broken and just one
is created). Note that the electronic structure of the singlet in
this region is that of the diradical S1. We computed the shape
of the PES associated with the singlet and triplet T2 states as a
function of the interfragment C-C distanced and the driftδ.
Our analysis identifies a crossing region and locates the lowest-
energy crossing atd ) 1.503 Å andδ ) 1.45 Å (d[6:6] ) 1.570
Å), 75 kcal/mol above the S0 ground-state energy.32-34 More-
over, the drift motion along the S0 PES from the minimum to
the crossing point requires an energy barrier to be overcome,
which we estimate to be 109 kcal/mol. Interestingly, both of
these energy values are much smaller than that estimated from
experiment for the loss of a C2 unit from a C60 cage35 and are
also smaller than the estimated barrier (125 kcal/mol36) of a
Stone-Wales rearrangement. Therefore, the creation of magnetic
centers can take place at energies slightly below that needed
for cage destruction and also below that associated with a
competitive nondestructive process.

In summary, our investigation of the C60 dimers has confirmed
and substantiated the basic steps of the mechanism proposed in
ref 11 for the onset of ferromagnetic interactions in polymeric
C60. According to it, ferromagnetism can be induced when
pressure is applied to the solid, and some of the C60-C60 units
transform to a T2-like configuration that remains stable once
pressure is released. The probability that this magnetic state
undergoes radiative decay is expected to be small because in
the isolated C60-C60 dimers the transition from the T2 minimum
to the S0 ground state is spin-forbidden as well as vibrationally
forbidden.11 Therefore, a scenario emerges in which the presence
of a sufficient number of C60-C60 units in a T2-like configu-
ration combined with the existence of continuous ferromagnetic
pathways accounts for the origin of macroscopic ferromagnetic
properties. Our results also suggest new possible experimental
procedures for the creation of ferromagnetic polymeric C60. By
irradiating a pristine C60 crystal, one could produce enough long-
lived C60(T) molecules that under pressure may undergo the
reaction C60(T) + C60(S) f C60-C60(T2), thus generating a
sufficient number of C60-C60 units in T2-like configurations.
Under mild pressure conditions, the probability that units in T1-
like configurations are created is expected to be negligible
because their formation barrier in the dimer is higher than that
required for the formation of the T2 state. However, the
probability that ferromagnetic interactions are triggered by
photochemical activation from the C60-C60 units in S0-like
conformations should be small because in the isolated dimer
the S0-T2 transition is both spin- and vibrationally forbidden.11
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Figure 3. Potential energy curves for the dissociation of the dumbbell
C60-C60 dimer into two C60 fragments. The zero of energy corresponds
to two isolated C60 molecules in their singlet ground state.
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